
Q. What do I need to play a game of Kill Team?

A. You need a rulebook, terrain, a suitable 22”x30” (for two players) playing surface (this can just be a 
table with the boundaries marked out), a tape measure/ruler with inch markings, a small handful of six 
sided dice, and some way of tracking game effects (tokens, pen and paper etc). And of course each 
player needs the miniatures for their Kill Team.
 
Q. What should I buy to get started?

A. This very much depends on what you already have, or what you have access to. At a bare minimum 
you need to buy both the rulebook and the miniatures for your Kill Team. You need terrain to play Kill 
Team (it's not explicitly required but the game isn't very fun without it) and so if you don't already have 
your own terrain, and can't borrow or use the terrain at a friends or a shop, or if you can but want your 
own set then this is something you'll want to buy too. In this case you'll want to track down a copy of 
the starter set as it's the best value package for obtaining a Kill Team ready board and the Kill Team 
rulebook. Note that it's worth the cost even if you're not interested in the included Kill Teams. If you are 
interested in playing either Adeptus Mechanicus or Genestealer cults it's an even better deal though.
 
Q. Can I use my Kill Team miniatures for Warhammer 40k or vice versa? Are they different 
miniatures?

A. Kill Team and Warhammer 40k use the same miniatures. Regardless of whether the miniatures come 
in a 40k labelled box or a Kill Team labelled box they're the exact same sculpts. You can use every 
miniature you can use in Kill Team in Warhammer 40k but you can't use every miniature you can use in 
40k in Kill Team. For example you can use Primaris Reivers in games of Kill Team and 40k but Primaris 
Aggressors can only be used in Warhammer 40k at the time of writing.
 
Q. Do I need to buy the Warhammer 40k codex for the faction I want to play in Kill Team?

A. No. 40k and Kill Team have similar rulesets but only rulebooks with the Kill Team branding apply to 
Kill Team. Any 40k branded rulebooks can't be used for the game. Only buy a codex if you want to 
expand your Kill Team into a Warhammer 40k army.
 
Q. What are Killzones? Do I need to buy one?

A. Killzones are a bundle of terrain suitable for Kill Team and come with a 22”x30” playing board. 
They're also accompanied by special rules that apply to that terrain. The starter box comes with the 
sector Imperialis Killzone. While terrain is required for a fun game of Kill Team it's not essential to play 
with Killzone rules but you may appreciate the extra variety they can bring to your games.
 
Q. Do I need to buy the Rogue Trader expansion?

A. No. The Rogue Trader expansion is more of a bundle of two Kill Teams and a Killzone than a rules 
expansion. It has some new rules for playing missions in an indoor space but right now they only apply 
to the included Killzone. You only need to buy it if you want to play the Elucidean Starstriders or the 
Gellerpox Infected, or if you want to play on the included Killzone as the Rogue Trader box is the only 
place you can buy the models or rules for these factions/zones.
 
Q. Do I need to buy the Commanders expansion?

A. Not right away. It does look like Commanders may end up being a big part of Kill Team but it's not 
required to play the base game. You might want to consider getting it later to add commanders in to 
your games but you don't need it to start playing.
 



Q. So I can't use every 40k miniature in Kill Team, which ones can I use?

A. You can use this link to see which models are available for each faction. You can also see the 
commander options for Imperium factions here, Xenos factions here, and Chaos factions here. Note 
these links don't cover the Kill teams or commanders available in the Rogue Trader box.
 
Q. What's the benefit to buying a Kill Team faction/commander box? They cost more than 
buying the models on their own. Are the models different?

A. The Kill Team faction/commander boxes contain the same models as those available for 40k. The 
Fangs of Ulfrich box contains the same Reiver models available for 40k but in a different coloured plastic
(you still need to prime them though!). In the faction boxes you get terrain sprues (one of the main 
reasons they're more expensive) but in both the commander and faction boxes you also get exclusive 
tactics for that faction that aren't in the core manual. In the commander box you also get a specialism 
exclusive to that commander model. Currently these faction boxes are the only (legal) place to obtain 
these tactics/specialisms.
 
Q. What's the difference between the regular miniatures and those labelled easy to build?

A. The easy to build miniatures are designed to be simpler for those new to the hobby to put together. 
They have less pieces and snap together so glue isn't required (though still recommended) for assembly.
As a result though they don't have all the wargear options they can usually be built with.
 
Q. What should I buy for X faction? How should I build my models?

A. It depends if you just want to buy models that appeal to you or if you want to be more competitive. 
If the former you can't really go wrong by just getting the models that you like the look of most (and 
that are legal for Kill Team) and making a team out of them. If the latter the best bet is to search the 
subreddit or ask a question about it. A full faction by faction buying/building guide would require its 
own post so I'm not going to cover it here.
 

LIST BUILDING

 
Q. What's the difference between a Command Roster and a Kill Team?

A. A Kill Team refers to the models you deploy for a mission and a command roster refers to a list of the
models you can build a Kill Team from. Essentially a Kill Team is a subset of your Command roster.
 
Q. Does the command roster have a points limit? Max number of specialists? What are the 
restrictions on a command roster?

A. No, a command roster has only two limitations. One is that all models on it must share a faction 
keyword, and two is that it can only contain a maximum number of models. This maximum is 20 models 
for matched play, for campaign play it starts at 12 but can be increased as the campaign progresses. 
There's no limit on how many specialists you can have on your command roster, no limit on how many 
of each type of specialist you can have, and no limit on how many of each unit profile (ignore the ”Max” 
characteristic when building a command roster) you can have.
 

https://www.warhammer-community.com/2018/07/06/kill-team-faction-focus-index/
https://www.warhammer-community.com/2018/10/12/12th-oct-kill-team-chaos-commandersgw-homepage-post-3/
https://www.warhammer-community.com/2018/10/10/10th-oct-kill-team-xenos-commandersgw-homepage-post-1/
https://www.warhammer-community.com/2018/10/08/kill-team-commanders-of-the-imperiumgw-homepage-post-1/


Q. What's the purpose of a command roster? When would I use one?

A. A command roster is used for campaign and matched play but isn't required for the latter unless 
playing a tournament. In general it allows you to tailor your Kill Team to the type of mission you're 
playing and/or the opponent you're playing against. Both players choose their Kill Teams in secret from 
the models on their command roster before the start of the mission. In campaign play it also lets you 
track the growth of your models as they gain experience and level up.
 
Q. What are the restrictions on a Kill Team then?

A. A Kill team must be between 3 and 20 models and the total cost of the models and wargear cannot 
exceed 100 points for matched play. In campaign play the points cap can be extended as the campaign 
progresses. In addition to the above all models in your Kill Team must share a faction keyword, and you 
cannot take models in excess of the “Max” characteristic on their unit profile. For example a Tactical 
Sergeant has a Max of 1 which means you can only have one in your Kill Team. Finally you can only have
between 0-3 specialists (not counting your Leader) and you cannot have two of the same specialist. You 
cannot have two combat specialists for example.
 
Q. Do commanders count towards the model limit for a Kill Team/Command Roster?

A. Yes. Unless a rule is specifically overridden by the Commanders expansion rules then it still has to be 
followed when playing with the Commanders expansion. You still can't have more than 20 models on 
the board even if the 21st model is a commander.
 
Q. Datasheet, profile, what's the difference?

A. Each model in the game has a stat profile that tells you how it performs on the tabletop. Each profile 
is grouped under a block of rules called a datasheet which provides the rules, keywords, specialist 
options, and wargear options for those models. For example the “Deathwatch veteran” datasheet 
contains the profiles for “Deathwatch Veteran”, “Deathwatch Veteran gunner”, “Black Shield”, and “Watch
Sergeant”. Typically a datasheet covers all the models you'd find in a single box of miniatures, and which
profile you use depends on how you build those miniatures. For example if you bought a Deathwatch 
kill team box you could build one of those models as a Black Shield. When a datasheet refers to a profile
by name it's referring to that profile only. This can get confusing because many profiles share their name
with the datasheet! If a datasheet is referring to any profile on the datasheet though it uses the words: 
“this model”. For example a “Black Shield” is a profile on the Deathwatch Veteran datasheet but may not 
take a heavy thunder hammer because that option is limited to the “Deathwatch Veteran” profile.
 
Q. What is wargear? How do I figure out what I can equip my models with?

A. Wargear covers what the model is equipped with: guns, swords, scanners etc. These all fall under 
wargear. Each model has a default set of wargear that's listed underneath the profile stats. Underneath 
that is what options they have for changing their wargear. Any wargear options that says a model “may 
take” means they can have this wargear in addition to their existing wargear. Any wargear options that 
says a model “may replace” is taken instead of a piece (or multiple pieces) of their existing wargear. 
Wargear can only be replaced once, if you have a model with a boltgun and two wargear options that 
say a model may replace it's boltgun with something else then only one of those options can be used as
the model only has the one gun they can replace. When a wargear option says “this model” it can be 
applied to any profile on the datasheet, when a wargear option specifies a profile by name it only 
applies to that profile (see the above question for more details).
 



Q. How do I work out how many points my models cost? Do I have to pay for my models 
guns?

A. The points cost for a model does not include its wargear (it's guns and other equipment). To find out 
how much the total cost of a model is you first take the base cost of its profile, then you find the points 
cost for all the wargear it's equipped with and add it all together. Tables of points costs can be found at 
the end of each factions section in the rulebook.
 
Q. Why do gunner profiles cost more but have the same stats?

A. Gunner profiles are a way to limit the amount of special weapons that can be taken in a Kill Team. 
Some of the cost of the special weapons they can use is included in their points cost, so there isn't any 
point to taking a gunner profile over a normal profile unless you're going to give them a special weapon
or you want them to be a specialisation that's only available to that profile.
 
Q. What does “Leader (Sergeant only)” mean in the list of specialist options? Does it mean 
the Sergeant has to be a leader?

A. This means this specialist option is only available to that profile. That profile doesn't have to be that 
type of specialist though. You can have a sergeant who isn't a Leader specialist (though you still need a 
Leader in your Kill Team).
 
Q. This is confusing, is there anything that can make this process easier?

A. You can use list building applications such as Battlescribe to make building lists and rosters easier. It's
a good idea to check them against the rulebook when you're done though as the data isn't guaranteed 
to be 100% accurate.
 
Q. Can I use Terminators/Custodes/Bikes/Sentinels/Assault marines/Imperial 
Knights/Titans/etc in Kill Team?

A. No, if a model doesn't have a datasheet in a Kill Team rulebook then it's not legal to use in Kill Team.
 
Q. Is there any advantage to a model having multiple of the same melee weapon? Multiple 
different melee weapons?

A. There is zero advantage to having multiple of the same melee weapon unless that weapon provides a
specific bonus for having more than one (e.g. Scything talons). The only advantage to having multiple 
different melee weapons is being able to pick the most effective one to use when fighting (unless one of
the weapons grants an extra attack, e.g. boneswords).
 
Q. I saw on the faction focus that [Deathwatch/Genestealer cults] can take [Intercessors & 
Reivers/Genestealers] but I don't see these options in their sections of the book?

A. For datasheets shared between factions there's rules at the start of each faction section on how to 
include those models in your Kill Teams. In the case of Deathwatch you use the datasheets for those 
models from the Adeptus Astartes section of the book but they gain the Deathwatch Faction keyword, 
and special issue ammunition rule but must use the points costs for their ranged weapons from the 
Deathwatch section of the book.
 



Q. Can I take two DS8 support turrets?

A. Yes, even though they share a profile name the profiles on the Fire Warrior Breacher and Fire Warrior 
datasheet are different models with their own “Max” characteristics. You can have one from each 
datasheet for a total of two in your Kill Team.
 
Q. Can a Black Shield or Watch Sergeant take a Deathwatch shotgun or Heavy Thunder 
Hammer?

A. No, see the answer about wargear options.
 

RULES

Injury rolls, damage, and wounds

 
Q. If I have multiple attacks against a model how many injury rolls do I make if I'm 
successful with multiple attacks?

A. One. In the process of resolving attacks allocated to a single model you'll only ever make one injury 
roll (this can be with multiple dice, but it's still one roll). When a model is reduced to zero wounds any 
attacks or mortal wounds still allocated to it are not resolved. You might have already rolled the results 
for these attacks but because the rules consider attacks to happen sequentially (they're only rolled 
simultaneously to speed the game up) those results are nullified and ignored. For example if you rolled 
three attacks against a single model, successfully hit, successfully wounded on all three and then your 
opponent failed their first save and the model was reduced to zero wounds then your other two attacks 
are lost.
 
Q. What about mortal wounds?

A. Same again. If a single wound model suffers 3 mortal wounds from an attack that deals D3 mortal 
wounds only the first mortal wound is resolved. This reduces the target to zero wounds and the other 
two mortal wounds are not resolved.
 
Q. How many dice do I roll for the injury roll?

A. The number of dice you use for the injury roll is based on the damage of the attack (note it's the 
damage of the attack that matters, not the damage of the weapon, important as these can sometimes 
have different values) that reduced the model to zero wounds. It's not based on how much damage was 
actually dealt. For example a 2 damage attack that reduced a 1 wound model to zero wounds would be 
a 2 dice injury roll (even though the model only lost one wound) and you'd pick the highest. Because 
the number of dice is based on the attacks damage abilities that can prevent a model losing wounds 
(such as disgustingly resilient) don't affect the number of dice used for the injury roll (but can prevent 
an injury roll from being made in the first place).
 



Q. How do I work this out when attacking with a weapon that deals a random amount of 
damage (e.g. D3 or D6)?

A. Attacks are considered to be resolved sequentially but are rolled together for speed. Whenever the 
order attacks are resolved in becomes significant you have to roll them one by one. In this case you can 
make all your hit and wound rolls together, then your opponent rolls saves and you roll the damage of 
each attack one by one and resolve that damage as you do. If any of those damage rolls reduce the 
model to zero wounds then you make an Injury roll with dice equal to what you rolled for the damage 
of the attack. For example with a D3 damage weapon making three attacks against a 4 wound model, all
three hit, all three wound, opponent fails all their saves. The first attack rolls a damage of 3 which 
reduces the model to 1 wound, the second attack rolls a damage of 2 which reduces the model to 0 
wounds and causes a 2 dice injury roll to be made. Damage for the third attack isn't rolled as this is 
considered to have not been resolved.
 
Q. Is it just for random damage I have to roll one by one?

A. No. Some weapons have special abilities that trigger off the wound roll and can change the damage 
of the attack. In this instance you have to roll attacks one by one from the wound step rather than the 
damage step. For example on a wound roll of 6+ a Heavy Thunder Hammer deals 6 damage instead of 
D6. You have to roll the wound rolls one by one because otherwise if you roll a 6 you don't know 
whether that's the first attack or the last attack.
 
Q. Wounds, flesh wounds, are these the same thing?

A. No. While they have confusingly similar names wounds and flesh wounds are different things. A 
models wounds characteristic is effectively its HP and represents the amount of damage it can take. A 
flesh wound is a debilitating injury that impacts a models performance and makes it more likely for 
them to be taken out of action. Wounds are lost when a model suffers damage from an attack, a model 
gains flesh wounds as a result of injury rolls. While different models can have different wounds 
characteristics all models can only accrue a maximum of three flesh wounds. If a model would receive a 
fourth flesh wound then it's taken out of action.
 
Q. Do wounds regenerate?

A. Unless a model has an ability that allows for the recovery of lost wounds then all damage is 
persistent. A model with two wounds that loses one wound will still be on one wound remaining the 
following round. The only universal exception is that when a model is reduced to zero wounds and 
suffers a flesh wound as the result of an injury roll it's restored to one wound remaining.
 
Q. If I have an ability that allows a model to avoid losing a wound (such as Disgustingly 
Resilient or Stimulant Injector) do I just have to roll once if it's a single wound model?

A. No, unless it's a 1 damage attack. Each point of damage suffered causes a model to lose a wound so 
you have to roll once for each point of damage to determine whether the model loses a wound or not. 
Note that even if a model succeeds on some of these rolls if it fails enough to be reduced to zero 
wounds then the number of dice rolled for the injury roll is not affected (it's still equal to the damage of 
the attack).
 

Line of sight, Obscured

 



Q. Does a models facing matter in Kill Team?

A. No. The direction a model is facing has no bearing on gameplay.
 
Q. Can one model have line of sight to a model that doesn't have line of sight back to it?

A. No. Line of sight is drawn from any part of a model to any part of another model. If you can draw an 
unobstructed imaginary line from one model to another model then you can do the same in reverse. 
Line of sight is always reciprocal.
 
Q. Do you count guns, antenna, other sticky out bits for determining line of sight? I read 
somewhere in the rules that you don't?

A. Yes, you count all these things. For friendly games you might agree with your opponent that these 
parts don't count for LoS but the official ruling is that it is any part to any part. You don't include these 
things when determining if a model is obscured or not however.
 
Q. When is a model obscured then?

A. A model is obscured if the attacking model cannot see the entirety of the target model. For this you 
only consider both the firing and target models main body, limbs, and head but ignore their base, 
antenna, guns, and other sticking out bits. To a firing model in the open a target model standing behind
a wall with its gun sticking out is in line of sight but obscured, while a model standing in the open with 
its gun hidden behind a wall is in line of sight and not obscured. If the only line of sight you can draw 
from the firing model is from the tip of its gun then the target model is obscured (even if the target 
model is in the open) as line of sight is blocked to the main body of the firing model.
 
Q. Is obscured reciprocal like line of sight? Can you have two models where only one is 
considered obscured to the other?

A. No. Unlike line of sight it doesn't go both ways. If a model is looking out a window into a street it can
see the entirety of a model standing in the street and so the model in the street is not obscured. If the 
model in the street looks at the model in the window it can't see their legs as the wall below the window
blocks them from view, therefore the model in the window is obstructed.
 
Q. Can models obscure other models?

A. Yes.
 
Q. I split my attacks between two models and one obscures the other, if I take the first 
model out of action is the second one still considered to be obscured when I resolve my 
attacks against it?

A. No. You check if a model is obscured when you make rolls for which it affects, not when you allocate 
attacks. Because the first model has been removed from the table the second model is now not 
obscured.
 

Charging, Overwatch

 



Q. Can a model declare a charge against a model it cannot reach?

A. Yes. The only restriction on declaring a target of a charge is that the target model is within 12” 
(unless a model has a special rule which overrides this). In cases of models on different elevations this 
distance is measured diagonally. Which means a model can potentially declare charges against models 
that require more than 12” of movement to reach.
 
Q. Similarly can I declare charges against models I can reach even if they're more than 12” 
away?

A. No. Even if you can reach the model because the charging model has a special ability that allows 
them to ignore the vertical distance while making their charge move you can't declare a charge if the 
two models are more than 12” apart.
 
Q. Are all targets of my models charge considered to have been charged by my model if it 
makes a successful charge?

A. No. For a model to be considered charged the charging model has to declare it as a target of their 
charge and end their charge move within 1” of those models. Even if the charging model successfully 
charged by ending their charge move within 1” of at least one of their targets only those targets that are
within 1” are considered to have been charged.
 
Q. Can a model fire overwatch multiple times in a round?

A. There's no limit on how many times an individual model can fire overwatch in a round but it can only 
fire it once for each charge made against it. And it can only fire overwatch if it's eligible to shoot and 
react.
 
Q. I know I need range and line of sight to fire overwatch, but can I fire it when a model 
moves into range and line of sight during its charge?

A. No. Reactions happen after the charge is declared but before the charging model moves (or even 
rolls to move). Therefore you need range and line of sight to the model when it declares its charge. It's 
too late to fire overwatch once the model has started moving.
 
Q. Do I still need to roll a 6 to hit when firing overwatch with weapons that automatically 
hit (e.g. flamers)?

A. No. These weapons automatically succeed on hit rolls regardless of the result needed.
 

Other movement

 
Q. When a type of movement specifies that a model can't move within 1” of an enemy 
model does this apply to the whole movement or just where you end your movement?

A. It applies to the entirety of the movement. If an enemy model is stood in a narrow gap that would 
require you pass within 1” to get past then you couldn't move that way even if you'd end your move 
outside 1” of the model.
 



Q. Does ‘can't move within 1” of an enemy model’ apply to all forms of movement?

A. No, this is not a universal movement rule. It only applies where it's stated to. It applies to normal 
movements and advances but does not apply to charges, falling back, retreats, pile ins, consolidates or 
any form of movement that does not specify that it's not allowed. Note that with falling back and retreat
you must end these moves more than 1” away from any enemy models but you can move within 1” as 
part of the movement.
 

Psychic phase

 
Q. Can a psyker manifest powers while in combat?

A. Yes. There is no restriction that prevents a psyker manifesting a power while there is an enemy model
within 1”.
 
Q. Can I manifest a power against a model that has a friendly model within 1”?

A. Yes. Unless otherwise stated there is no restrictions on whether powers can be used on or against 
friendly/enemy models that have enemy/friendly models within 1”.
 
Q. I have multiple psykers on my kill team, can they all resolve a psychic power?

A. No. Only one model per Kill Team may attempt to resolve psychic powers in the psychic phase.
 
Q. Can I resolve multiple psychic powers using a psyker?

A . Yes, if they know more than one psychic power. You may not attempt to resolve the same power 
more than once per round (regardless of whether the model succeeded in manifesting the power or 
not).
 

Shooting

 
Q. Can I shoot at an enemy model that's “in combat” even if it's not in combat with one of 
my models (e.g. in a 3 player game)?

A. Yes. There's no “combat” state in Kill Team. You're prevented from shooting at an enemy model that is
within 1” of a friendly model but you are not restricted from shooting at an enemy model that is within 
1” of another enemy model (even if they belong to different Kill Teams).
 
Q. Can I shoot a pistol at an enemy model that's within 1” of a friendly model if the 
shooting model is not within 1” of the enemy model?

A. No. Pistols can only be fired at enemy models that are within 1” of a friendly model if the shooting 
model is also within 1” of an enemy model, and then it has to target the closest enemy model.
 



Q. Do flesh hooks follow the same rules as pistols?

A. No. Flesh hooks are assault weapons. They have a special ability that allows the bearer to shoot them
even when within 1” of an enemy model and even when other friendly models are within 1” of their 
target but otherwise they follow all the normal rules for shooting with an assault weapon. They do not 
have to target the closest enemy model and can be fired at a target within 1” of another friendly model 
even when not within 1” of an enemy model. They can also be fired if the bearer was charged (but not if 
the bearer themselves charged).
 

Fighting

 
Q. What makes a model eligible to be chosen to fight in the fight phase?

A. There are three conditions that can make a model eligible to fight and only one of these needs to be 
true:
•Model charged.
•Model was charged.
•Model is within 1” of an enemy model.

Remember that for a model to become considered to have charged it has to end within 1” of one of its 
targets. Also remember that for a model to be considered to have been charged it must have been the 
target of a charging model that ended within 1”. Note that because of this a model that charged is 
usually also within 1” of an enemy model when it's chosen to fight. However even if this is not the case 
(e.g. the model it charged was taken out of action by another model) it may still be chosen to fight 
because it still successfully completed a charge.
 
Q. Can a model be chosen to fight if it's within 1” of an enemy model even if it wasn't 
within 1” of an enemy model at the start of the fight phase?

A. Yes, provided it has not been chosen to fight already that phase. A model just has to be within 1” 
when it is chosen to fight, not at the start of the phase. As the fight phase progresses and models move 
or are taken out of action some models can become eligible to fight when they weren't eligible 
previously. Likewise some can become ineligible to fight even though they were eligible earlier in the 
phase.
 
Q. When a model is chosen to fight can it pile in and consolidate even if it can't make any 
attacks?

A. The model may make a pile in move but if there are no valid targets (there are no enemy models 
within 1” after it's pile in for example) for it to attack then its fight sequence ends and it may not make a
consolidate move.
 
Q. Can a model that charged this round attack models that were a target of its charge even
if it didn't end within 1” of those targets?

A. No. A model that charged this round may only target models that it charged or that charged it. A 
model is only considered to have been charged if the charging model ended its charge move within 1”. 
A model that was only the target of a charge is not considered to have been charged.
 



Q. Can a model pile in or consolidate into within 1” of an enemy model while already 
within 1” of another enemy model?

A. Yes. Provided the pile in or consolidate move ends closer to the nearest enemy model it can be used 
to move into 1” of other enemy models.
 
Q. Likewise can a model pile in or consolidate so it is further than 1” away from an enemy 
model it was previously within 1” of?

A. Yes. As above the only restriction on pile in and consolidates is that you end your move closer to the 
nearest enemy model. If you have two enemy models within 1” of your model you can pile in towards 
the closet enemy model even if this would take your model >1” away from the other enemy model.
 
Q. Do I use the rules for shooting for making close combat attacks? Which parts of the 
shooting sequence am I supposed to refer to?

A. Yes. You only use the rules for resolving attacks (step 3 of the shooting sequence) with the listed 
exceptions (WS instead of BS etc). ignore any other steps in the shooting sequence as these relate to 
picking targets and allocating attacks and these steps are different in the fight sequence.
 
Q. If I split my attacks between multiple melee weapons can I cause multiple injury rolls 
against the same model? It says you only don't resolve attacks allocated to the attacking 
weapon in the rulebook.

A. No. The errata removed the line about the attacking weapon. As all of a models attacks are allocated 
before they're resolved in the fight phase when one of these attacks reduces a model to zero wounds all
remaining attacks allocated to that model are not resolved. Regardless of which weapon they're 
allocated to.
 

Tactics

 
Q. Deathwatch and Grey Knights are Adeptus Astartes, can I use Adeptus Astartes tactics 
with them?

A. No. There are two types of keywords on a models datasheet: “faction keywords” and “keywords”. All 
models on your Kill Team must share a faction keyword in order to use that factions tactics. While 
Deathwatch and Grey Knight models have the ADEPTUS ASTARTES keyword their faction keywords are 
DEATHWATCH and GREY KNIGHTS respectively.
 
Q. Is there a limit on how many times I can use a tactic?

A. Unless it has other limitations on how often it can be used you can use a tactic as many times as 
you're able to in a game but you cannot use the same tactic more than once per phase. For example if 
you use Tactical reroll to reroll a hit roll in the shooting phase you may not use it again to reroll a hit roll 
for a different models shooting. However you can use it again in the fight phase.
 



Q. Is there a player priority window in which to use tactics? Can an opponent respond to 
my use of a tactic by declaring they'll also use a tactic?

A. There's no order to the declaration of tactics, both players are free to declare the use of a tactic when
it is appropriate to do so. Players can also react to the use of a tactic. For example Player A can declare 
they're using decisive shot and player B can then decide to do the same. Any tactics that can have 
timing conflicts instruct the players to roll off to see who resolves the tactic first.
 
Q. How many dice do I reroll when I use Tactical re-roll?

A. Tactical re-roll allows you to reroll a roll (remember too that it can't be used on every type of roll), 
this means you reroll all the dice used for that roll. If you rolled 3 dice for an injury roll you'd reroll all 
three of those dice. Note that although you typically roll attacks together each attack is a separate roll. If
you rolled three dice for three to hit rolls while attacking you could only reroll one of those dice with the
tactic because you're making three hit rolls with one die each rather than one hit roll with three dice.
 
Q. Can I use Tactical re-roll to reroll my opponents dice rolls?

A. No. You may never reroll an opponent's dice. Some abilities allow you to force them to re-roll the 
dice themselves but any ability that allows you to reroll dice only applies to your own rolls.
 
Q. If I use the level 1 veteran tactic “Adaptive Tactics” to make an advance at the start of the
first battle round can I charge or react in the movement phase and can I shoot normally in 
the shooting phase?

A. No. Even though it wasn't in the movement phase making an advance prevents the model from 
charging or reacting for the rest of the battle round. The model also may not shoot unless it has an 
assault weapon (it can also fire overwatch with assault weapons) even if it remained stationary in the 
movement phase. A model that has advanced using this tactic can still be readied and can still make a 
normal move or advance in the movement phase. It does not suffer additional penalties for making 
multiple advances in a battle round.
 
Q. If I use “Adaptive Tactics” to make a normal move do I suffer the -1 to hit penalty for 
firing a heavy weapon if I don't move in the movement phase?

A. No, the -1 to hit penalty for heavy weapons applies only if the model moved in the preceding 
movement phase. As Adaptive Tactics let's you move a model outside the movement phase as long as 
the model remains stationary during the movement phase it doesn't suffer the -1 to hit.
 
Q. Do I need to be in range to use the Adeptus Astartes “Shock and awe” tactic? Even 
though I'd move into range during my charge?

A. Yes. The tactic lets you make a shooting attack and so follows all the normal rules for making 
shooting attacks (including requiring range and line of sight). Because it's made before any overwatch 
attacks are made it has to be made before the model moves.
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